Who We Are
We are former CoCreate - HP
employees, each with 20
years of experience with the
product line. Indeed no one
has more knowledge or experience working with it than
we do, since we are its original developers. We believe in
the products, and want to ensure users have continued access to us
and our knowledge. We started our careers designing with CAD,
and understand that people want the tools to adapt to their way of
doing things, not vice versa.

CADM Products
and Services
What we can do for you

We specialize in the CoCreate product line as our sole
business. From configuration to training to full customizations we keep customers’ systems current and running
smoothly.

We find these tools to be very flexible, highly configurable and customizable. Through years of providing solutions to many customers, we have developed a core foundation of knowledge, skills and
reusable code to leverage in most any project. We enjoy talking with
customers about their particular experience, and finding ways to
help them harness the products to much greater advantage. Contact
us about your organization's needs!

CADM, Inc
cadm-inc-us.com
Cynthia Welti
Sales and Marketing Manager
cynthia.welti@cadm-inc-us.com

1-360-519-7588

Machine designed using Modeling

CADM, Inc
Providing Solutions for the Creo Elements/Direct product line

Application Development We develop complete new applica-

Our Services
We are highly committed
to these products.

tions built upon platforms. Examples for Modeling include:
Ray Trace module which calculates the path a beam of light
may follow. Useful for applications using lasers or light
tubes.
Autorouting tool for complex cables, maintaining proper
spacing and clearance from 3D obstructions. (image below)

Training In addition to PTC offerings, we deliver our own

courses including Advanced Surfacing, Integration Kit training,
and customized courses. We offer video-based, self-paced training
materials. We also provide on-site instructors with product expertise and practical experience in the field.

Customization We build custom extensions to all the products:
Modeling, Drafting, and Model Manager. These product customizations target areas needed to meet your business objectives.

Consulting: We will come to your site and help evaluate where
improvements can be made to the processes and tools to make
them more efficient.

Enhancements: We develop customer-driven enhancements to

the products’ functionality. Recent examples include:
PCB Module enhancements which improved performance by
over 20x
Constructing and populating enhanced pdf forms automatically upon project-stage completion
Intuitive replacement of the Machining Module functionality
with a simple and intelligent hole wizard interface

Bug fixing: In many cases, we can fix existing defects without
requiring a code modification. System administrators can thus
install the add-ons. We make these fixes available to PTC to integrate into the code when possible.

Data Migration and Configuration Management: We specialize in data migration in and out of Model Manager, Modeling, and Drafting. Configuration Management can range from
creating rules governing how revisions are managed, to triggering complex actions when key events take place in the product
life cycle.

